
     

Announcement 
 
The CS-Motorsport company tenders the BAJA SPRINT JELENIA GÓRA. 
 
1. Kind of event 

 

The BAJA SPRINT JELENIA GÓRA is tendered as a license-free rally-raid-events over several days after which an overall result will be 
accumulated which consists of the individual results of the various high-speed stages. 
  
The event takes place also on public pistes and roads. It will be navigated by road book. Using tripmaster will be helpful. A GPS device 
for checking waypoints is necessary. 
  
If the technical condition of the vehicle allow use on public roads registration plates are not necessary. But the vehicle must be insured 
for using in public traffic. Each participant can buy such an insurance during the registration at 15/09/2017. 
 
2. Period and location 

 

The BAJA SPRINT JELENIA GÓRA takes place in the time from 15th to 17th of September 2017 near Jelenia Góra (Poland)..  
(for details see schedule on www.baja-bohemia.com) 
 
3. Admitted vehicles 

 

E1 Enduro (1-cylinder)  
E2 Enduro (2-cylinder)  
E3 Enduro with sidecar 
Q1 ATV (4×4) 
Q2 Quad (2×4) 
T3 Buggies / SSV / UTV (2×4 und 4×4) - max. empty weight: 999 kg 
CS 4x4 Cars (standard cars) min. 5.000 pieces produced / empty weight: 1.000 - 3.499 kg / max. wide: 210 cm 
T2 4x4 Cars (production cars) min. 5.000 pieces produced / empty weight: 1.000 - 3.499 kg / max. wide: 210 cm 
T1 4x4 Cars (prototypes) + 2x4 Buggies / empty weight: 1.000 - 3.499 kg / max. wide: 230 cm 

 

 (Details of classification as well as technical- and safety-regulations you can find under “Point 3” in “Regulations”.) 
 
4. Admitted Participants 

 

Drivers/Teams of all nationalities with or without sportsdriver-license are allowed to take part in the event. The drivers must hold a drivers 
license in accordance with the class of the vehicle they want to start with. 

 

 (All details for participation- and nomination-conditions you will can under “Point 1” in “Regulations”.) 
 
5. Status of the event 

 

The event is a run of the GORM (Open German Rally Raid Championship). It has no ranking status within FIA-, FIM-, DM-, EM-, WM- 
or other championships. 
 
6. Participation fee / Registration deadline 

vehicle category normal fee * increased fee ** extra board p. person *** 

E1 / E2   (Enduro) 160,00 € 200,00 € 25,00 € 

E3   (Enduro with sidecar)            260,00 € 325,00 € 25,00 € 

Q1 / Q2   (ATV 4x4 / Quad 2x4) 200,00 € 250,00 € 25,00 € 

T3   (Buggies / SSV / UTV) 440,00 € 550,00 € 25,00 € 

CS / T2 / T1 (Cars) 500,00 € 625,00 € 25,00 € 

 
* Registration deadline for standard-bookers: 27/08/2017 (payment by bank transfer until 02/09/2017) 
** Registration deadline for late-bookers: 15/09/2017 (payment cash at 125/09/2017 
*** aditional bord per person for staff, service, friends (payment by bank transfer until 02/09/2017 or cash at 15/09/2017 
 

The participation-fee includes 4 meals (dinner at Friday and Saturday / breakfast at Saturday and Sunday), using of the paddock, 
allowance of medical care, shower possibilities as well as award-giving-ceremony with cups for rank one to three in each class, for the 
winner of the team-evaluation and the overall winner.  
 
7. General Information 
 

By handing in the online-registration (confirmation with “YES”) the participants accept all documents and rules the event is based on, like 
tender, regulations and eventual supplements as well as the AGB (common business practice) of the organizer and the waiver of liability 
according to Pos. 1.7 of the regulations without supplementary raise of objections. 
All teams agree to the publication of team names, drivers and co-drivers names and nationalities as well as vehicle data in official starter 
lists and at our website. 
 
The registration becomes valid automatically after receiving 100% of the registration fee. This will be confirmed by e-mail. 
 
For all payments of participation fees VAT-free German invoices will be issued. 
 
Attention: In the paddock we can't offer electricity. 

         Werdau, 06/08/2017  


